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Turn your property into a valuable asset




With LAP, you can borrow against your property's value and achieve your financial objectives






Apply Now












 Discover the power of 
Fixed Deposits




Let us Make your Future Safe with PHF Deposits






Apply Now












Get Electrified! Just a Click Away




Say goodbye to fuel expenses and hello to eco-friendly travel. Click for affordable E-Rickshaw loans






Apply Now












Ride into your dreams with our two-wheeler loan




Seamless financing solutions for hassle-free two-wheeler ownership






Apply Now
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Home Loan

|Read More
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E-Vehicle Loan

|Read More
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MSME Loan

|Read More














Explore Other Products
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Personal Loan
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Your aspirations, our priority. Our personal loans offer
the perfect solution to meet your unique requirements.




Apply Now






Education Loan
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Our education loan offers affordable funding options,
making quality education accessible to all aspiring learners.




Apply Now






Solar Panel Loan
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Say goodbye to high energy bills and hello
to solar-powered savings with our solar loan options




Apply Now






Car Loan
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Drive home in your new car with ease,
thanks to our quick and convenient car loan process tailored to fit your financial needs.




Apply Now






School Fee Finance Loan

[image: School Fee Finance Loan]
Worry less about school fees and focus on
your child's bright future with our reliable financing solutions.




Apply Now






Two Wheeler Loan
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Ride into your dreams with our two-wheeler
loans with seamless financing solutions and attractive ROI.




Apply Now






Loan Against Property
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To cover personal expenses like education, vehicle purchase, health care, etc.




Apply Now






Vehicle Charger Loan
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With our vehicle charger loan, you can effortlessly
power up your electric or hybrid vehicle wherever you go.




Apply Now






Commercial Vehicle Loan
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Experience a seamless drive to expansion with our commercial vehicle loan,
engineered to help you shift into high gear.




Apply Now






E-Rickshaw Loan
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Navigate your way to triumph with our E-Rickshaw loan,
where you'll experience a seamless and speedy process.




Apply Now













Your Trust. Our Confidence.
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our features

We can give best facilities for business
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Low Interest Rates

Our low-interest loans provide affordable borrowing with reasonable repayment options to achieve your financial goals.
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Flexible Tenure

Customize your loan repayment for budget-friendly flexibility and ensure ample funds for expenses.
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Minimal Documentation

Simplified loan application: Bye-bye to heavy paperwork, get quick approval with minimal documentation.
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Mr. Kumar Shalya Gupta

Chief Executive Officer







Message

Chief Executive Officer

I trust this message finds you in the best of health and spirits. I am thrilled to
share a momentous milestone in our journey together. Over the past two years,
your unwavering support has propelled PHF Leasing Limited to new heights, and
I am deeply grateful for your trust.


As the CEO of PHF Leasing Limited, I am excited to reveal a transformation that
will elevate your confidence in us even further. Our company has not only
crossed the remarkable threshold of 160 Crores but has also achieved a
significant milestone that underscores our financial stability - the coveted BBB-
Stable credit rating from CRISIL.


We understand that none of this would have been possible without your
invaluable partnership. Your confidence in our vision and your continued support
has propelled us forward, allowing us to reach new heights and set even loftier
goals for the future. Read More...




×

Dear Esteemed & Valued Stakeholders,

I trust this message finds you in the best of health and spirits. I am thrilled to
share a momentous milestone in our journey together. Over the past two years,
your unwavering support has propelled PHF Leasing Limited to new heights, and
I am deeply grateful for your trust.


As the CEO of PHF Leasing Limited, I am excited to reveal a transformation that
will elevate your confidence in us even further. Our company has not only
crossed the remarkable threshold of 160 Crores but has also achieved a
significant milestone that underscores our financial stability - the coveted BBB-
Stable credit rating from CRISIL.


We understand that none of this would have been possible without your
invaluable partnership. Your confidence in our vision and your continued support
has propelled us forward, allowing us to reach new heights and set even loftier
goals for the future.


Expressing our gratitude with a simple 'Thanks' seems almost insufficient for
conveying the depth of our appreciation. We are truly indebted to the trust
placed in Team PHF, led by visionary mentors and a dedicated Board. Their
unwavering commitment to growth, even during the challenging times of the
global pandemic and conflicts, has propelled us to the remarkable milestone we
now celebrate.


Your pivotal role in our journey cannot be overstated. Your support has
empowered us to seize new opportunities, expand our operations, and achieve
remarkable growth in Assets Under Management (AUM). Thanks to your
partnership, the PHF family has extended its reach to 80 locations across 8
states. As we celebrate this achievement, we remain dedicated to our core
values of transparency, integrity, and innovation. We are steadfast in our
commitment to delivering exceptional service to our clients and value to our
stakeholders.


This achievement is not just a rating; it's a testament to our collective dedication
and vision. It's a testament to you, our invaluable lenders, who have been the
driving force behind our growth. Now, as we stand on the threshold of even
greater opportunities, I invite you to join us in shaping a future filled with
prosperity. Your continued support is instrumental in our quest for excellence.


Looking ahead, we are excited about the opportunities that lie before us. We are
confident that, with your continued support and our shared vision, we will scale
even greater heights and achieve new milestones.


Thank you for being a part of this incredible journey. Your trust in us has been
the wind beneath our wings, propelling us to new horizons.


I eagerly await your response, as we embark on this exciting path together.




















meet our board

Meet our esteemed Board of Directors and Advisors guiding us towards success.
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Who we are

Accessible, Transparent, and Inclusive for All
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With a deep commitment to innovation,
collaboration, and excellence, we strive to deliver the highest quality services and products
to our customers, while also promoting sustainability and social responsibility






PHF Leasing Limited is a leading provider of financial solutions that empower
individuals and businesses to achieve their goals.



The company's focus has always been to develop excellent long-term relationship with lessees,
suppliers, lenders, and employees.











Strong presence in  Eight States , driving regional growth and market influence.




Operates with 5 regional offices




Expanded its presence to 75 locations across India




Boasts a team strength of 330 dedicated professionals















Featured In

Meet our esteemed Board of Directors and Advisors guiding us towards success.
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Customers Testimonials











"After numerous setbacks, I found PHF Leasing Company. They're incredibly helpful and transparent.
Though it took time, my loan got approved."


Megha

Car Loan
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“After several disappointments, I came across phf leasing company.
They are really helpful and transparent. It took some time but my loan was approved.”


NIKHIL

LAP Loan
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“Customer service is excellent, interest rates are competitive,
and the environment is familiar. Thank You so much PHF Leasing.”


PRIYA RANDHAWA

Home Loan
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“A great place to look for home loans that come with many options.
Interactive interest rates and quick response for all your queries. Thanks a lot.”


TARUN

Car Loan
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Our goal at PHF Leasing Limited. is to provide access to vehicle loans and home loan,
loan against property at insight competitive interest rates. We are here to help
you in fulfilling your dreams.





Facebook



Instagram



LinkedIn
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